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The environmental footprint of global food 
production
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Daniel Moran14, Kirsty L. Nash    3,4, Johannes Többen15,16 and 
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Feeding humanity puts enormous environmental pressure on our planet. 

These pressures are unequally distributed, yet we have piecemeal knowledge 

of how they accumulate across marine, freshwater and terrestrial systems. 

Here we present global geospatial analyses detailing greenhouse gas 

emissions, freshwater use, habitat disturbance and nutrient pollution 

generated by 99% of total reported production of aquatic and terrestrial 

foods in 2017. We further rescale and combine these four pressures to map the 

estimated cumulative pressure, or ‘footprint’, of food production. On land, 

we find five countries contribute nearly half of food’s cumulative footprint. 

Aquatic systems produce only 1.1% of food but 9.9% of the global footprint. 

Which pressures drive these footprints vary substantially by food and country. 

Importantly, the cumulative pressure per unit of food production (efficiency) 

varies spatially for each food type such that rankings of foods by efficiency 

differ sharply among countries. These disparities provide the foundation for 

efforts to steer consumption towards lower-impact foods and ultimately the 

system-wide restructuring essential for sustainably feeding humanity.

Human diets have enormous implications for both human and  

environmental health1–6. The global food system is fuelled by  

extensive appropriation and degradation of Earth’s natural  

capital, using roughly 50% of habitable land7,8 and >70% of  

available freshwater9, emitting 23–34% of global anthropogenic  

greenhouse gases (GHG)8,10, polluting watersheds and coastal  

seas with nutrients11 and harvesting aquatic food from nearly  

every river, lake and ocean12,13. However, food types are strikingly 
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drive cumulative pressure and which foods are most environmentally 

efficient (cumulative pressures per unit of production) and where these 

efficiencies occur. These advances create new opportunities for food 

producers, consumers and policymakers to identify leverage points for 

enhancing the efficiency of food systems in support of food security 

and sustainability priorities.

Food’s cumulative footprint
To estimate the source location and cumulative magnitude of envi-

ronmental pressures of food production, we mapped (5 arcminute 

resolution, projected to 36 km2 equal-area resolution; Methods) the 

pressures for the majority of food production in 2017, including crops 

(human and animal consumption), livestock (meat, eggs, milk), marine 

aquaculture (finfish, bivalves, crustaceans), marine fisheries and fresh-

water fisheries. We focused on food products that provide nutrition, for 

example, in the form of protein, carbohydrates and fats; we excluded 

agricultural items with no, or minimal, nutritional value such as coffee, 

tea and tobacco and non-edible items, such as fibre crops. We mapped 

four dominant classes of pressure that are the focus of the vast major-

ity of global research on food sustainability14,20: GHG emissions (in CO2 

equivalent, CO2eq), blue freshwater (FW) use (m3), excess nutrients 

(tonnes N and P estimated to run-off/leach and for N, volatilization as 

NH3) and habitat disturbance (D, in km2 equivalent, km2eq). For each 

food type, we multiplied the amount of food production (for example, 

standing head of animals, area of production, tonnes production/cap-

ture) in each pixel by regionally specific estimates of pressure generated 

per unit of production.

We used models and methods similar to LCAs to estimate a suite of 

pressures resulting from food production1,14,15,23. However, we expand 

on LCA efforts by mapping the pressures to the specific locations 

where they are incurred29. We did not attempt to include the pressures 

from all components of the full life cycle of food production (and con-

sumption) because the information required to map these pressures 

is unavailable. Our focus was on within-farm-gate pressures, and we 

excluded pressures from indirect activities such as processing and 

transportation of product, extraction of fuel and manufacturing of 

equipment. For pressures arising from animal feeds, we always mapped 

the pressures to the location where the feed is grown for each animal 

system, not where it is consumed. To calculate the cumulative pressure, 

we adopted similar methods as other cumulative measures30, rescaling 

each individual pressure (GHG, FW, NP, D; Supplementary Data 1) by 

dividing the values in each pixel (i) by the total global pressure summed 

across all food systems and pixels (T; Supplementary Data 2) such that 

each pixel describes its proportional contribution to the global total 

for that pressure. We then summed these rescaled pressure layers to 

obtain a total cumulative pressure score (CP) for each pixel i, such that
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High total cumulative pressure can arise from high pressure per 

unit of production, large amounts of production or both. To disentan-

gle this, we calculated a metric of efficiency (E) by summing the cumula-

tive pressure (CP) for each food type (f) and country (c) and dividing 

by the unit of production (UP) measured as weight (tonnes), protein 

content (edible Kg) or energy content (kcal), such that Ec,f = CPc,f / UPc,f 

(Supplementary Data 3).

The cumulative footprint of food is remarkably skewed geographi-

cally (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Data 4). Contributions from land (89.9% 

of global cumulative pressure) vastly outweigh those from oceans 

(9.9%) or freshwater ecosystems (0.2%), yet these ocean pressures are 

substantial given that relatively little (1.1%, by tonnes) food and feed for 

fed animals comes from the sea35,36. The top 1% of pixels with respect to 

cumulative pressures (5,114,880 km2 total) fall nearly entirely on land 

(only 94,608 km2, or 1.8% of this top 1%, fall in the ocean and none in 

the high seas; Fig. 2a) and produce 39.4% of food’s global cumulative 

disparate with respect to the environmental pressures that result from 

their production1,2,14–19.

There is an urgent need to shift food systems towards food types, 

locations and production methods that can feed a growing, and increas-

ingly wealthy, human population while reducing environmental deg-

radation and enhancing food security. Making informed decisions to 

support this transition while accounting for local context requires, as a 

first step, comprehensive and spatially explicit tracking of all food types 

and their associated environmental pressures. However, most envi-

ronmental assessments of food systems have focused on single-food 

sectors, one or a few classes of environmental pressure and are not 

spatially explicit20. A striking example is that aquatic foods from wild 

and farmed sources are either overlooked or highly aggregated in prior 

analyses, despite their importance for global food supply and nutri-

tion21,22. Moreover, most assessments of food’s environmental pres-

sures have been limited largely to national or global scales14. Finer-scale 

analyses are required to assess where pressures are coming from and 

how environmental efficiency of production varies among regions.

Integrative methods from the life-cycle assessment (LCA) litera-

ture have yielded important insights into the environmental pressures 

of food production1,14,15,23, setting the stage for parallel analyses across 

food types and cumulatively across pressures. Furthermore, previ-

ous work for specific food groups has revealed the global geography 

of individual environmental pressures, for example, the freshwater 

use of crops24 and livestock25, GHG emissions from crops26,27 and the 

distribution of marine fisheries12,28. These pressures often coincide 

in space, hence devising a coherent and effective set of interventions 

to minimize environmental pressures requires spatial analysis of the 

cumulative pressure (that is, ‘footprint’) of all foods.

Mapping the location and intensity of environmental pressures for 

each food type in a standardized, comparable manner is requisite to 

understanding the footprint of food production across the planet20,29. 

Integrating across food types is also essential; inferences from cumu-

lative analyses often differ from the results of individual pressure 

assessments30–33. Here we advance understanding of environmental 

consequences of global food production in three ways: (1) expanding 

standardized assessment of food types to incorporate most marine, 

freshwater and terrestrial foods, representing 99% of total reported 

global production (Supplementary Methods); (2) applying a recently 

developed method for assessing cumulative environmental pressure 

from food production29 to calculate and map the aggregate footprint 

across four dominant classes of environmental pressures (GHG emis-

sions, freshwater use, excess nutrients and area disturbance); and (3) 

using our spatial cumulative footprint assessment to explore where 

and how much each type of food contributes to food’s total environ-

mental footprint.

We focus our analysis on pressures, defined as the inputs, processes 

and outputs used to produce different food types29,33 (Fig. 1). Mapping 

the environmental pressures from food production is a prerequisite for 

further translation and tracking of these pressures into spatially explicit 

environmental impacts that describe the consequences of pressures on 

biodiversity, human health, nutrition, economics and other systems34. 

Moving beyond pressures to impacts is complex and dependent on the 

end point of interest. The ultimate impact of pressures on ecosystems, 

human health, the economy or other systems will depend on what is 

being displaced, the sensitivity of systems to specific pressures30 and 

local biophysical and socio-economic conditions.

An assessment focused on pressures is best suited to inform where 

improvements to production levels or technologies will be most effec-

tive at reducing food’s footprint. GHG emissions, for example, may 

drive most of their impact far away, spatially and temporally, from the 

source of emissions, but locating the source of those emissions will 

help inform more sustainable production. Our findings reveal places 

and food types that have the smallest and largest footprints in marine, 

freshwater and terrestrial systems. We map which individual pressures 
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pressure and 30.9% of assessed tonnage of food. They occur primarily 

in India, China, the United States, Brazil and Indonesia (Fig. 2a). Nearly 

all pressures (92.5%) are exerted in just 10% of pixels.

Because the pressure footprints are concentrated in 10% of the 

planet, their overall distribution is broadly similar (Fig. 2), but the areas 

of greatest pressure for each often do not overlap (Fig. 3). Understand-

ing where and how much different pressures overlap is uniquely pos-

sible with a multiple pressure assessment and helps identify potential 

policy and sustainability win–wins, where mitigating a pressure can 

lead to co-benefits for other pressures and likely trade-offs where 

improvements in one pressure exacerbate other pressures. Policy 

aimed at one pressure would not address the key challenges associ-

ated with others.

The cumulative pressure imposed by food production is great-

est in India, China, the United States, Brazil and Pakistan (Fig. 4, 

Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2 and Supplementary Data 5 and 6). These 

high-population countries alone contribute nearly half (43.8%; Fig. 4) of 

global cumulative pressure. Country-level cumulative pressure derives 

almost entirely from land-based food production with the exception 

of island nations and some countries with extensive coastlines, such as 

Norway (88% from oceans), Japan (40%), Chile (38%), the United King-

dom (38%), Indonesia (33%) and Vietnam (26%) (Supplementary Data 7).  

Marine fisheries and aquaculture contribute >25% of total pressures 

in 94 countries, primarily in island nations (Supplementary Data 7).

We find that pigs, beef, rice and wheat crops generate the highest 

cumulative pressure from food production (Fig. 5 and Supplementary 

Data 8). However, our analyses reveal that the large global footprint of 

these products arises from different classes of pressures. For example, 

the GHG emissions from cattle meat are noteworthy (60% of their cumu-

lative pressures; Supplementary Data 8) due to their ruminant diges-

tive system, along with nutrient emissions from their wastes and feed 

production (31%). The footprint of rice and wheat crops more strongly 

reflects water use and disturbed land area (Fig. 5 and Extended Data  

Fig. 3). Assessing the cumulative pressures of different foods by country 

also reveals that crop production, consumed by both people and live-

stock, dominates overall pressure in nearly all countries, but there are 

some exceptions such as Brazil, which has relatively high cumulative 

pressures from meat production (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Data 5).

The cumulative pressure for fed animals spreads far beyond the 

farm where they are raised. For example, because marine forage fish 

comprise an average of ~0.15% of chicken and ~0.02% of pig feed35,37, 

these livestock have similar cumulative ocean footprints to that of some 

mariculture species (Fig. 5). Feed for mariculture species increasingly 

includes crops, and all fed species have substantial footprint on land 

(Supplementary Data 9).

This displacement of cumulative pressures is not limited to feed 

for fed species. For example, of the 172 countries with Food and Agricul-

ture Organization (FAO) trade data38, 152 reported crop imports, which 

means they displace at least some portion of their cumulative pressures 

to obtain their domestic crop supply. On the basis of trade data, the 

largest proportional exporters of crop cumulative pressures will be 

small, highly developed countries such as Hong Kong, the Netherlands, 

Belgium and Montenegro; countries in the Middle East with generally 

poor growing conditions, such as Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Jordan, 

Oman and Saudi Arabia; and island nations such as the Maldives and 

Trinidad and Tobago.

Environmental efficiencies of food
The environmental efficiency of food production – measured here as 

the ratio of cumulative environmental pressures to production per area 

(for example, pixel, country, global), such that larger values represent 

lower efficiency – varies not only among food types but also geographi-

cally within each food type (Supplementary Data 3). In contrast to 

earlier treatments of this concept14, we calculate efficiencies based on 

cumulative rather than single pressures. Our spatially explicit approach 

reveals how cumulative pressure and its components are distributed 

across the planet and importantly where efficiencies are greatest or 

lowest for each food. Efficiencies for the same crops can vary 4.3 to 17.7 

times (90th versus 10th quantile; average 7.1) among countries (Fig. 6  

and Supplementary Data 3) due to differences in water consumption, 

fertilizer/pesticide use and farming practices. For example, the United 

States (the largest producer of soy39) is 2.4 times more efficient than 

India (the 5th largest) in producing soy, largely because US farmers have 

been able to use technologies to reduce GHG emissions and increase 

yields40. Similarly, efficiencies for marine fisheries vary up to 22-fold 

among countries (mean of 6; Supplementary Data 3) based on the spe-

cific species fished and gear types used within a country. For example, 

China and Brazil are 1.5 and 1.9 times less efficient than Russia in har-

vest of demersal fish (Supplementary Data 3), respectively, primarily 

because they rely heavily on more destructive gear types such as bottom 
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trawls41, affecting both disturbance and GHG emissions pressures. Such 

geographic variation in environmental efficiencies could be leveraged 

to benefit both food production and the environment.

Important within-country differences exist among foods that devi-

ate from expectations based on global averages (Fig. 6). For example, 

measured by tonnes of production, on-farm efficiency for pig meat is 

5.2-fold less efficient than cow meat in Indonesia (Supplementary Data 3).  

This pattern is likely due to very low production rates of meat per ani-

mal for pigs in Indonesia, perhaps due to the large proportion (64%) 

of backyard pigs42. In China, while demersal fisheries are notably inef-

ficient, forage fisheries are even less efficient (1.1-fold; Supplementary  

Data 3) because a large percentage of the forage fish catch is caught 

using destructive gear types41. In Morocco, sorghum is 5.8-fold less 

efficient than millets (Supplementary Data 3), likely because locally 

sorghum requires more land use per tonne of product than millets39.

Efficiencies differed depending on whether food production was 

measured by protein content (Fig. 6; Supplementary Data 3), energy 

content (kcal; Extended Data Fig. 4) or weight (tonnes; Extended Data 

Fig. 5). For example, some countries were inefficient when measured 

by weight but more efficient measured by protein (for example, Brazil, 

China) and vice versa (for example, United States, Russia, Argentina; 

Fig. 4a and Supplementary Data 3). Changes in efficiency for specific 
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foods primarily emerged for shellfish (large weight of inedible shell) 

and many crops (due to variation in protein content). For example, tree 

nuts, oils, pulses, rice, soybeans and wheat are more efficient when 

measured by protein due to the high protein content of these crops, 

whereas cassava and sugarcane are more efficient by energy content. 

These variations in production efficiencies across foods and among 

countries, measured across the cumulative pressures from food, are 

not currently captured by dietary guidelines based on generalized 

sustainability metrics, an important oversight our work helps address. 

The ability to view and compare efficiencies in relation to different 

denominators (weight, protein or energy) allows our results to be 

adapted to different policy needs.

Discussion
Our inclusive assessment of all foods and cumulative pressures builds 

on previous understanding from single-food or single-pressure assess-

ments and provides support for some previous results. For example, we 

confirm that beef dominates food’s global footprint and that environ-

mental pressures from food are widespread. However, simultaneously 

mapping of four major classes of environmental pressure across land 

and sea also reveals many hidden realities of the current food system. 

Two aspects of our results have particularly important policy implica-

tions for both food security and environmental conservation.

Cumulative pressures matter
Cumulative pressures can inform development of more holistic spatial 

food-production management and policies in a way that individual pres-

sures cannot. The spatial distribution and concentration of different 

pressures varies on land and in aquatic environments (Figs. 2 and 3), 

creating both opportunities and challenges for policy interventions 

aimed at reducing food’s footprint. The opportunities lie in the multi-

ple pathways that a cumulative pressure lens helps identify to reduce 

footprints: by improving efficiencies of individual foods across multiple 

pressures, decreasing production of inefficient foods, increasing pro-

duction of efficient foods to meet demand or combinations of these 

approaches. Spatial overlap in pressures also identifies where policy can 

expect co-benefits, where strategies aimed at one pressure (for exam-

ple, nutrient reduction to mitigate eutrophication) has the potential 

to benefit another (for example, GHG emissions reductions) and help 

avoid potential trade-offs, where mitigating one pressure exacerbates 

another. The challenges arise in finding solutions that are appropriate 

and effective in different locations and contexts around the world. For 

example, switching to high-yielding greenhouse-grown vegetables 

could reduce cumulative pressures through improved land-use and 

fertilizer efficiencies, outweighing the lower GHG efficiency43. However, 

such a strategy will only be appropriate if the capital and infrastruc-

ture required are available and the benefit distributed in such a way as 

to improve economic well being or food security—something that is 

unlikely to be true for many regions of the world. Conversely, if we can 

meet global food needs by concentrating pressures in relatively few 

areas (for example, land sharing versus sparing), we can spare larger 

areas from these pressures, which has many sustainability benefits 

for biodiversity, carbon storage and other outcomes44–46. Concentrat-

ing pressures through intensification may therefore result in lower 

cumulative environmental pressure but may be at odds with local-scale 

socio-economic, ethical or cultural factors that, if ignored, can drive 

instability or further inequality, as witnessed in multiple countries 

during the expansion of shrimp farming47,48.

Importantly, food types often rank differently in their global 

cumulative pressure compared with ratings derived from per-unit 

assessments of individual pressures. For example, the cumulative 

pressure from catching demersal fish is triple that of raising sheep 

for meat (Supplementary Data 8), which is counter to common gen-

eralizations. However, demersal fishing produces four times more 

food41 than sheep farming49. In other cases, per-unit inefficiencies 

exceed effects from the scale of production effects. For example, the 
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four different possible combinations. Insets show zoomed-in views of three 
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low efficiency of Brazilian beef production means that it has a higher 

total cumulative pressure than US beef production (Supplementary 

Data 3 and 5), despite producing about 10% less meat49. An interesting 

case is the sustainable harvest of wild animals and plants, which can 

be very efficient from a cumulative pressure standpoint because these 

organisms do not require human-appropriated freshwater resources 

or create excess nutrients, thereby removing two major pressures 

associated with farming food. Large-scale, high-disturbance harvest-

ing (for example, some demersal fishing practices) can still produce a 

large cumulative pressure12,16,28. This environmental efficiency under-

scores the importance of wild foods for food security. However, their 

generally lower sustainable production rates per area and the potential 

impacts of harvesting (for example, biodiversity loss, ecological/food 

web impacts and the potential for zoonotic disease outbreaks) offer 

limited capacity for sustainable expansion.

Cumulative environmental efficiencies are highly variable
Perhaps the most striking finding from our analysis is the dramatic 

differences in food-production efficiencies (Fig. 6 and Supplementary 

Data 3). Such differences have been found for individual pressures14, 

but the rank order across food types found here when measured by 

cumulative pressures often diverge from individual pressure rankings, 

and importantly, vary substantially among countries. We estimate 

up to >tenfold variation among countries for many livestock, fisher-

ies and crop products (based on 90th and 10th quantiles; Fig. 6 and 

Supplementary Data 3). For example, locations of greatest pressure 

differ (Fig. 3) despite broadly similar distributions of pressures (Fig. 2).  

This spatial heterogeneity provides many opportunities for both 

researchers and policymakers to leverage that variation to enhance 

overall food system sustainability.

Looking forward
Comprehensive and standardized data on where production exerts 

pressures reveal where interventions will be most effective and are the 

critical foundation to determine ultimate impacts in a given area. Criti-

cally, these pressure data are needed to help identify where trade-offs 

between objectives may exist—what is best for biodiversity may not 

be optimal for economic growth, for example. Substantial farm-scale 

variation in environmental efficiency of production offers additional 

opportunities for identifying system-specific best practices14,15,50. While 

we included subnational variation in production and pressures when 

possible, downscaling our approach in regions where farm-scale data 

are available would be a compelling addition, allowing decisionmakers 

to pinpoint where more environmentally efficient production would 

be most effective. For animal foods, our mapping of cumulative pres-

sures focused on where food is produced rather than consumed, yet 

intra- and inter-national trade has globalized consumption so that 

the location of production can be wholly decoupled from where food 

is consumed38,51.

Comprehensive assessments of patterns of trade and consump-

tion were beyond the scope of our cumulative pressure analysis but 

are clear priorities for future research and highly relevant to reining in 

food’s footprint, particularly since the geography of consumer demand 

is at least as plastic as that of food production. However, our analyses do 
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Fig. 4 | Proportional contribution to the cumulative food footprint in the 

highest-ranking countries. a,b, Proportional contribution to the cumulative 

food footprint in the highest-ranking countries for each pressure summed across 

all food types (a) or each food type summed across four pressure classes (b). 

These areas have the highest proportion of cumulative environmental pressure 

and collectively account for 70.2% of the global footprint of food production. In 

a, stacked bars show the proportional contribution of marine (lighter colours, 

calculated as the Exclusive Economic Zone) and terrestrial (darker colours) 

pressures from all foods combined. Symbols indicate the proportion of global 

food production (excluding feed) for each country as measured by tonnes 

(circles), protein (triangles) and kcal (squares). Where symbols overlap the bar, 

the production of food is low relative to the cumulative environmental pressure. 

In b, bars for animal production include environmental pressures arising from 

animal feeds. Additional countries are shown in Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2.
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allow indications of these dynamics. For example, of the 172 countries 

with FAO trade data, 152 reported crop imports38, which means they 

displace at least some portion of their pressures to other countries 

to meet domestic demand. The countries that import the majority of 

their crop products include small, highly developed countries such 

as Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Belgium and Montenegro; countries 

in the Middle East with generally poor growing conditions, such as 

Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Oman and Saudi Arabia; and 
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and mariculture, excluding bivalves) would be obtained by summing on-farm 
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Versions of this figure measured by tonnes and energy content are presented in 

Extended Data Figs. 4 and 5.
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island nations such as the Maldives and Trinidad and Tobago. Coupled 

with our spatial maps of food footprints, consumption and trade are 

also critical issues for understanding environmental justice implica-

tions of these footprints, that is, who is benefitting from consuming 

the food and who is paying the environmental price for its production.

Minimizing the environmental footprint of feeding nearly eight 

billion people is among the most important of societal challenges and 

will require strategies operating at both local and global scales. Just as 

foods and their environmental pressures are exported worldwide, so 

must policymakers, communities, corporations and researchers seek 

sustainability through coordination and shared learning around the 

globe. Knowing where and how food production exerts environmental 

pressures provides foundational information that, when combined 

with local-scale knowledge about species and ecosystem vulnerability 

to these pressures, can uncover where (and why) some producers are 

more environmentally efficient than others, where to concentrate pro-

duction in less sensitive regions and how to design mitigation efforts 

where needed. Our findings represent a vital step towards a spatially 

explicit, comprehensive, system-wide perspective that is essential for 

identifying environmentally efficient options to achieve both food 

security and environmental sustainability.

Methods
The following provides an overview of our methodological approaches 

with extensive details on all methods and data sources provided in the 

Supplementary Methods.

Foods included
We included data for most types of food and every country and its 

Exclusive Economic Zone and the high seas (Supplementary Methods). 

We defined food as substances ‘consisting essentially of protein, carbo-

hydrate and (or) fat used in the body of an organism to sustain growth, 

repair and vital processes and to furnish energy’ (Merriam–Webster). 

We estimated pressures for nearly 99% of food production reported 

by the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO, based 

on tonnes of production; Supplementary Methods). Specifically, we 

assessed pressures for 26 crop categories (plus fodder, which is con-

sumed only as feed); 19 livestock categories, accounting for animal (cat-

tle, buffalo, goats, sheep, pigs, chickens), product (meat, milk, eggs) 

and rearing system (industrial, mixed, backyard, grassland); seven 

categories of marine fisheries, including forage fish species used for 

fishmeal and oil, other small pelagics, medium pelagics, large pelagics, 

benthic, demersal and reef-associated; freshwater fisheries, with one 

group for all sizes and taxa; and six categories of marine aquaculture, 

including salmonids, unfed or algae fed shellfish, shrimp and prawns, 

tuna, other marine finfish and other crustaceans.

Omissions of land-based animals include game, livestock with 

relatively low production levels (for example, turkey, ducks, rodents) 

and food not reported by FAO (for example, insects). We excluded 

wild-harvest and mariculture of seaweed and freshwater aquaculture 

because no comprehensive data exist for farm locations; however, 

the vast majority of freshwater aquaculture occurs in Asia (77.6% of 

global production in tonnes, with China producing 59.8%) (ref. 52), 

and so inclusion of these data would primarily increase pressures in 

Asia. For inland capture fisheries, we did not account for fish from the 

world’s great lakes and fish reported exclusively in household surveys13, 

although their omission has a small effect on results because pressures 

from inland capture are relatively low.

Pressure overview
We mapped four dominant global pressures of food production: dis-

turbance (km2eq); blue freshwater consumption (m3 water); excess 

nutrients (tonnes NP); and greenhouse gas emissions (tonnes CO2eq) 

(Supplementary Methods). Disturbance is similar to the water pressure 

in that both measure the amount of something (nature, water) removed 

from the system, whereas GHG emissions and excess nutrients measure 

additions to the system. We primarily assessed pressures from sources 

occurring within the farm gate (that is, at the production site; Sup-

plementary Methods and Supplementary Table 4). In most cases, we 

excluded activities occurring beyond the farm gate, such as processing 

and transportation of product, manufacture of equipment and extrac-

tion of fuel because we were generally unable to map the location of 

these activities (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 5).

Spatial resolution
Most mapped food studies report results at 5 arcminute latitude/longi-

tude (WGS84; Supplementary Data 10), representing an area of about 

85 km2 at the equator. We mapped pressures to this resolution, but to 

assess cumulative pressure and for accurate visualisation, we projected 

data to an equal-area coordinate reference system (Gall–Peters; Sup-

plementary Methods) with a resolution of 36 km2, which is similar to 

the average area of grid cells located near the poles in the original data.

Mapping location and quantity of food production
Mapping pressures from food production required determining the 

location and intensity of food production for each food type (Sup-

plementary Methods). For crops, tonnes and area of production were 

taken from the Spatial Production Allocation Model, SPAM v2.0 (ref. 53), 

which provides 2010 crop production and physical crop area data 

for 42 crops (we aggregated some of these categories and excluded 

agricultural items with no, or minimal, nutritional content such as: 

fibres, tea, tobacco and coffee; Supplementary Methods and Sup-

plementary Table 6) at 5 arcminute resolution. For each crop, SPAM 

identifies four production systems: irrigated high inputs, rainfed high 

inputs, rainfed low inputs and rainfed subsistence. We adjusted SPAM 

production values in each pixel based on the proportional change in 

FAO statistics (FAOSTAT) data for crop production from 2010 to 2017 for 

each country39. For livestock, we determined the relative distribution 

of animals within a country using FAO Gridded Livestock of the World 

data42, which describes headcounts in 2010 at 5 arcminute resolution. 

However, the actual number of animals in a country was from FAO 

livestock headcount data49. We used additional information (Supple-

mentary Methods) to map the location of specific rearing systems (for 

example, grazed versus feedlot) and products (for example, milk versus 

meat). We were unable to remove animals used for non-food purposes 

(for example, wool), which overestimates pressures attributed to 

meat/milk production. For maps describing marine fish capture, we 

used spatialized global catch data41 describing tonnes of global catch 

in 2017 at 0.5-degree resolution estimated by allocating FAO country 

catch data to gridded areas based on the spatial distribution of fished 

taxa and the location of country fleets given fishing access agreements. 

For global inland freshwater fisheries, we used gridded map data13 

describing catch tonnage at 5 arcminutes averaged across 1997–2014. 

Maps of mariculture farms were synthesized from many data sources 

and modelled locations54, with production based on 2017 FAO data52.

Mapping food pressures
We used the maps describing the intensity of production for each food 

type to estimate pressures using a variety of approaches (Supplemen-

tary Methods). Instead of omitting regions or foods with missing data 

or assuming not applicable (NA) or zero values, which causes bias, we 

estimated these values.

Disturbance. We defined disturbance as the proportion of native plants 

and animals displaced by agricultural activities within a region, and this 

pressure is reported in units of km2eq, which incorporates both the 

occupancy area and a measure of disruption. For crops and industrial/

mixed livestock rearing, we assumed these activities completely dis-

place native ecosystems (that is, disruption is equal to 1) which means 

disturbance equals the area occupied by fields and farm structures. 
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We modified this general approach for more complex systems, such as 

grazing animals and marine fisheries, where some animals and plants 

coexist alongside these activities (that is, disruption <1). In these cases, 

we estimated disturbance as the amount of native biomass removed 

relative to total biomass (that is, the proportion of biomass removed).

To estimate disturbance from grazing animals, we assumed that 

the magnitude of the pressure corresponds to the amount of consump-

tion (a function of feeding rate and number of animals) relative to the 

amount of primary production (that is, NPP)55. We treated most marine 

aquaculture similarly to mixed and industrial livestock but consider 

only the two-dimensional surface area of rearing infrastructure (for 

example, ponds, cages). For inland fisheries, the area of disturbance 

was equal to river area because we assumed all streams and rivers are 

fully fished, but we assume a relatively low disruption of 0.3 because 

river systems persist where fished. Marine fisheries can cause distur-

bance by destroying seafloor habitat when certain gear types are used 

(for example, bottom trawls) and through biomass removal throughout 

the water column and from the seafloor. We estimated the degree of 

seafloor destruction based on fishing effort12,56 (hours) using demersal 

destructive gear types. For biomass removal, we would ideally meas-

ure the total proportion of fish biomass removed, but because these 

data do not exist, we standardized total catch by dividing the tonnes 

of catch41 by NPP to produce an impact metric relative to natural pro-

duction. The raster maps describing both forms of marine fisheries 

disturbance (that is, seafloor destruction and biomass removal) are 

rescaled to values between 0 to 1 by determining, for each map, the 

value across all the raster cells corresponding to the 99.9th quantile 

and dividing all the raster cells by this value. The two rescaled rasters 

were then averaged to get total marine fisheries disturbance. To make 

this measure comparable to land disturbance (measured in km2), we 

multiplied this rescaled score by the two-dimensional area of the ocean 

cell. Our decision to rescale fisheries disturbance by the 99.9th quantile 

assumes 0.1% of ocean area is highly disturbed by fishing (for example, 

has a fully disturbed value of 1). However, this value is highly uncertain, 

and we explored the sensitivity of our results to alternative assumptions 

(Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 12).

Freshwater use. For water pressure, we report total blue water con-

sumption, which results in aquifer and surface water depletion. In 

general, blue water use has a higher impact than green water (rainfall), 

but green water use reduces availability of water to species, ecosystems 

and standing water24. Given the importance of green water consump-

tion, we also provide these data.

For crops, we used subnational water footprint data describing 

tonnes blue water per tonne production24. For livestock, we estimated 

on-farm consumptive freshwater use25 (m3) based on average air tem-

perature and additional service water, which we assumed to be blue 

water. We did not include water use for aquatic systems (inland and 

marine fisheries and on-farm marine aquaculture) because freshwa-

ter use in these systems is primarily passive, with limited freshwater 

consumption57.

Excess nutrients. We estimated excess nitrogen and phosphorus 

inputs to systems from crops, livestock and aquaculture; capture 

fisheries were excluded because this pressure is assumed to be mini-

mal at the capture stage. For each system, we mapped excess N and P 

separately and, at the last step, added them to obtain a general indica-

tor of excess nutrients; however, we provide these data separately so 

others can explore the impact of these nutrients independently. We 

defined excess N and P inputs as those that are likely to run-off/leach 

into surrounding environments58–60, and in the case of N, volatilize as 

NH3 which subsequently deposits on Earth’s surface60.

We estimated excess nutrient inputs from N and P2O5 synthetic 

fertilizers applied to crops. Many studies include organic (that is, 

manure) fertilizers as well, however, we account for this at the site of 

the livestock farm. We distributed the N and P quantities described 

at the country scale61 among raster cells according to: the national 

fertilizer use by crop rates62,63; the total hectares of harvested area for 

each crop and the intensity of the agriculture system as defined by 

SPAM53. We estimated excess nitrogen and phosphorus as the tonnes 

likely to run-off/leach, and for nitrogen, we also included the tonnes 

that volatilize as NH3 based on supernational volatilization estimates60. 

Our analysis for livestock was similar but used different parameters 

to estimate excess N and P given the various pathways manure can 

take: managed and then spread on fields/crops, directly spread on 

fields crops or left on fields. For livestock, we also included synthetic 

fertilizers applied to grasslands for the benefit of grazing animals. For 

mariculture, excess nutrients largely come from two sources: uneaten 

feed and faecal matter. We quantified dissolved N and P added to the 

marine system using models and parameters from others64–66.

GHG emissions. We calculated GHG emissions (tonnes CO2eq) for 

the majority of activities or processes occurring at the location of 

food production, such as tillage and crop residue burning and enteric 

fermentation. We mostly excluded indirect emissions such as construc-

tion of farming infrastructure and extraction of fuel. We were unable 

to account for pressures resulting from land-use change (for example, 

deforestation and peatland degradation), which results in substantial 

GHG emissions, due to the difficulty of mapping land-use change to 

specific food systems and modelling more complex systems, such 

as marine environments. On the basis of other studies, from 2007–

201667, land-use change (for example, converting forest to cropland) 

accounted for 36% of food-production emissions.

For crop production, we included emissions for crop residue 

burning and volatilization, pumping of irrigation water, field mainte-

nance, machinery operations, volatilization of synthetic fertilizers and 

production of fertilizers and pesticides. For rice, we also included emis-

sions from anaerobic decomposition of organic matter in paddy fields. 

For livestock, we included emissions from enteric fermentation, direct 

energy use on the farm, all manure-related emissions and synthetic 

fertilizers applied to grazed grasslands. Capture fisheries included 

emissions from vessel fuel use68, although for freshwater fisheries, this 

is assumed to be relatively low for developing countries and zero for 

remaining countries. Mariculture emissions include on-farm energy 

use68 and N2O from microbial nitrification and denitrification of waste69.

We standardized GHG (for example, CO2, N2O, CH4) emissions 

to CO2eq using the Global Warming Potential for 100-year time scale 

(GWP100) as per the Kyoto Protocol70, with CH4 multiplied by 25 and N2O 

by 298. An important caveat is that the GWP100 does not differentiate 

between long- and short-lived climate pollutants71. Depending on how 

emission rates change over time, this could dramatically reduce the 

warming potential of GHG emissions from livestock that are enteric 

ruminants, such as cows and flooded rice production, which have 

large CH4 emissions.

Feed pressures. Many crops and forage fish from marine fisheries 

can be directly consumed by humans or used as animal feed (Supple-

mentary Methods). For feed components, we mapped the pressures 

to the location where the crops are grown or fish are captured (versus 

where they are fed to animals). Identifying the likely location where 

feed is grown or captured is complicated by the fact that the country 

where the product is consumed is often not the country of produc-

tion. To get at this, we first estimated the amount of each crop or fish 

product consumed by each country and animal system based on feed 

consumption rates and feed composition. We then determined the 

country (or location in ocean) where the feed likely originated using 

global trade data38,51. After determining the tonnes of each crop feed 

product produced for each animal system in each country, we divided 

this value by the total production in the country to estimate the propor-

tion going to each food system. Once we accounted for all the animal 
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feed use, we assumed the remainder of the crop or fish oil/fishmeal 

catch is consumed by humans or used for other purposes.

To determine the pressures from feed, for each country, we mul-

tiplied the total pressures from each crop by the proportion going to 

each animal food system regardless of country of consumption.

For livestock, feed consumption rates (tonnes per head per year) 

and diet composition data were primarily from the Global Livestock 

Environmental Assessment Model (GLEAM)72, and fishmeal/fish oil 

consumption for pigs and chickens from Froehlich and colleagues35. 

For aquaculture, we used feed conversion ratios and diet composition 

data from recent studies37,73.

To convert the percent composition of each dietary component 

to tonnes of crop or forage fish consumption, we used the fish-in 

fish-out (FIFO) approach74. This accounts for loss (for example, waste) 

during processing, which includes water loss, loss in machinery and 

by-products not used for food/feed.

Cumulative pressure calculation
In addition to spatially describing the magnitude of individual pres-

sures, we combined rescaled pressures to create a cumulative pres-

sure index that describes the general magnitude of human influence 

resulting from food production29 (Supplementary Methods). The 

cumulative pressure index allows direct comparisons among foods, 

regions and pressures to identify where: individual pressures are high 

relative to other pressures, multiple pressures overlap and hotspots 

of cumulative pressure are located. This information provides a more 

complete picture of the environmental pressures occurring at any 

global area and from each food type (Supplementary Methods and 

Supplementary Fig. 2).

To calculate cumulative pressure, we first rescaled each per-food 

pressure map by dividing each pixel’s pressure value by the total global 

pressure generated by all foods and across all raster cells. The result is 

that each rescaled pixel is a unitless value describing its proportional 

contribution to the total global pressure. The four rescaled pressure 

raster maps are then summed to derive a general measure of the cell’s 

total contribution to the global pressure. Summing individual pressure 

scores implicitly weights pressures equally, a reasonable assumption 

for providing a general measure of human influence20,30,75 and an over-

all index of pressure from food production. The ultimate impact, or 

weight, of each pressure will vary according to the particular system 

being impacted (for example, loss of habitat, increased species vulner-

ability, reduced food security and so on; Fig. 1) and complex interac-

tions between the pressure and local environment. Assessments of 

impact are not common for global-scale analyses because the systems 

of concern will vary by region (and researcher) and will often require 

environmental data not available at the global scale.

The resulting total cumulative pressure across all the global pixels 

equals 4 (by definition), and the maximum observed pixel value was 

2.305 × 10−4, near Ashdod in Israel (Fig. 2).

Environmental efficiency of food production
For each country, we calculated the environmental efficiency of each 

food system by dividing its total cumulative pressure by the total tonnes 

of production according to FAO data and the food’s nutritional value 

(kcal or protein) after adjusting for the edible portion (Supplementary 

Methods). Within a food group, the variation observed among coun-

tries can be due to differences in cumulative pressure production (as 

measured here) or several sources of error (for example, for livestock, 

number of heads are used to model pressures, but efficiency is based 

on tonnes production which introduces uncertainty).

Data quality and uncertainty
The estimate of pressure in each mapped pixel represents a point esti-

mate of the mean based on the standardized and aligned input data. 

We were unable to perform a quantitative estimate of the error around 

each of these estimates because most of the data sources we relied on 

do not report uncertainty and/or error.

We did, however, conduct a qualitative analysis of the data used 

in our analyses (Supplementary Methods), which varied in quality and 

resolution (relative to our objectives). Given our objective of globally 

mapping food pressures for each food system at 0.5-degree resolution 

in year 2017, we assessed how well each dataset matched our desired 

spatial (extent and resolution), temporal and system-specificity criteria 

(Supplementary Data 10 and Extended Data Figs. 6 and 7). Although 

there were additional sources of data quality we were unable to incor-

porate into our assessments, this information will nonetheless inform 

users of these data of the limitations and strengths of our data.

Data availability
The source data used for these analyses is provided in Supplementary 

Table 25. All data are available76.

Code availability
The code used for these analyses is available from GitHub76 (https://

github.com/OHI-Science/global_food_pressures).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Proportional contribution of pressures within each 

country. Proportional contribution of each pressure to the cumulative food 

footprint in each country, summed across all foods. These countries collectively 

account for about 30% of pressure from food production (top countries are 

presented in Fig. 4a in the text). Stacked bars show the proportional contribution 

of marine (lighter colours, calculated as the Exclusive Economic Zone) and 

terrestrial (darker colours) pressures from all foods combined, including the 

high seas.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Proportional contribution of food categories to 

pressures within each country. Proportional contribution of each food group 

to the cumulative food footprint in each country. These countries collectively 

account for about 30% of pressure from food production (top countries are 

presented in Fig. 4b in the text). Stacked bars are the proportional contribution 

of each major food group, including feed for livestock and aquaculture, summed 

for all four pressures in each country and the high seas.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Proportion of total global cumulative pressure for crops, broken down by pressure (components of each bar). Proportional amounts are 

the per-unit pressures times the total global production. This includes crops for consumed primarily by humans and animal feed.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Environmental Efficiency by kcal for Major Food Types. 

Environmental efficiency (cumulative environmental pressure per million kcal 

produced) for major food types. Larger values represent less efficient foods. Each 

point is a country ( jittered for visibility), with median and interquartile range 

indicated by the boxes. Plots to the right show extreme positive values and are on 

separate scales. Feed is not included in livestock primary and secondary products 

or mariculture.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Environmental Efficiency by Tonnes Production 

for Major Food Types. Environmental efficiency (cumulative environmental 

pressure per tonne reported production) for major food types. Larger values 

represent less efficient foods. Each point is a country ( jittered for visibility), 

with median and interquartile range indicated by the boxes. Plots to the right 

show extreme positive values and are on separate scales. Feed is not included in 

livestock primary and secondary products or mariculture.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Data quality assessment by food type. Data quality assessment of each food system and pressure scored on a scale ranging from 1–5. Data 

quality was assessed using a bottom-up approach, where each data source was scored on spatial resolution, spatial extent, system specificity, and temporal accuracy.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Data quality assessment by food type and stressor. Data quality assessment breakdown for each food system, pressure, and score scored on a 

scale from 1–5. Data quality was assessed using a bottom-up approach, where each data source was scored on spatial resolution, spatial extent, system specificity, and 

temporal accuracy.
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